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 Set of resources E: each resource e has a non-
negative, non-decreasing latency function fe 

 n players: each player u has a set of strategies 
Σu; a strategy is a subset of resources 

 A state S=(s1, …, su, …, sn) is a vector of 
strategies, one strategy per player 

 Cost (latency) of player u at state S: 
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Player 1: a -> c 
 
Player 2: a -> d 
 
Player 3: b -> d 

resource 

latency function 

resources = network links 
 
Player 1’s strategies: all a-c paths 
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State S 

State S’ (the green  
player deviates) 



 (Improvement) move: a deviation that improves 
the cost of the deviating player 

 q-move: a deviation that improves the cost of 
the deviating player by a factor of at least q 

 Best-response move: a move that minimizes the 
cost of the deviating player 

 

 Pure Nash equilibrium (PNE): a state in which no 
player has a move 
◦ For any strategy s’ of player u: costu(S) ≤ costu(S-u,s’) 

 q-apx PNE: no player has a q-move 
◦ For any strategy s’ of player u: costu(S) ≤ q costu(S-u,s’) 

 



PNE 

improvement move 
for the red player 



 A positive function Φ defined over all states of 
the game with the following property: 
◦ For every state S and every strategy s’ ε Σu of each 

player u, Φ(S)- Φ(S-u,s’) and costu(S)-costu(S-u,s’) have 
the same sign 

 Congestion games admit Rosenthal’s potential 
function: 

 

 

 Additional important properties: 
◦ Φ(S)- Φ(S-u,s’) = costu(S)-costu(S-u,s’) 

◦ Rosenthal’s potential is cost-revealing 
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PNE 

the red player improves 
her cost by 8 



 Start from an arbitrary state 

 Whenever there is a player that has a move (or a 
q-move), let her play her best response 

 

 Since the Nash dynamics is acyclic, a (q-apx) 
PNE will be reached 

 

 Unfortunately, such sequences of best-response 
moves may be exponentially long 

 



 So, every congestion game has at least one PNE 
but… 

 How easy is it to find one? 

 How easy is it to find an apx PNE? 



 PNE are PLS-hard to compute 
◦ Fabrikant, Papadimitriou, & Talwar (2004) 
◦ Ackermann, Roeglin, & Voecking (2008) 

 … computable in polynomial-time in symmetric 
network congestion games with non-decreasing 
latency functions using flow computations 
◦ Fabrikant, Papadimitriou, & Talwar (2004) 

 Approximate PNE are PLS-hard to compute in 
general 
◦ Skopalik & Voecking (2008) 

 (1+ε)-apx PNE for symmetric congestion games 
with latencies having a “bounded jump” property 
◦ Chien & Sinclair (2011) 



 O(1)-apx PNE can be computed in polynomial 
time in non-symmetric congestion games 
◦ Mild assumptions: latency functions are polynomials of 

constant maximum degree with non-negative 
coefficients, e.g., fe(x)=2x2+3x+1 

 

 Computing apx PNE in games with linear latency 
functions with negative offsets is PLS-hard 
◦ The mild assumptions are necessary 
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 Classification of the players 

 Setting two key parameters 

 Scheduling of phases 



 Optimistic cost cu of player u:  
◦ the minimum cost, among all her strategies, player u 

would experience if no other player was participating 
in the game 

 

 Players are statically classified into blocks 
according to their optimistic cost 

cmax cmin optimistic cost 
(log scale) 
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 Optimistic cost cu of player u:  
◦ the minimum cost, among all her strategies, player u 

would experience if no other player was participating 
in the game 

 

 Players are statically classified into blocks 
according to their optimistic cost 

cmax cmin 

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block m Block m-1 

cmax/n7 cmax/n14 cmax/n21 

Example for linear latencies 



 A parameter q that is very close to 1 
◦ E.g., q=1+1/n2 

 A higher parameter p to be defined later 



 Extremely simple: 
◦ At the beginning, each players plays the strategy that 

yields her optimistic cost 
◦ Then, for i=0 to m-1 run phase i 

 
 Phase i: while there exists a player u that either 

belongs to block i and has a p-move or belongs 
to block i+1 and has a q-move do 
◦ Player u plays a best-response move 
 

 Our claim (informally): 
◦ For sufficiently large p, the sequence of best-response 

moves has length polynomial in n and reaches a (p+ε)-
apx PNE 



cmax/n14 cmax/n7 

 After phase 0: players of block 1 are at q-apx 
PNE 

 

 

 

 

 After phase 1: players of block 1 are at p-apx 
PNE and players of block 2 are at q-apx PNE 

cmax cmin 

Block 1 

cmax/n7 

cmax cmin 

Block 1 Block 2 



 After phase i: players of block i are at p-apx PNE 
and players of block i+1 are at q-apx PNE 

 

 

 

 

 The strategies of players in blocks 1, 2, …, i are 
irrevocably decided 

cmax cmin 

Block i 

cmax/n7(i-1) cmax/n7i 

Block i+1 

cmax/n7(i+1) 



 Each phase terminates after polynomial number 
of best response moves  
◦ The (optimistic) cost of players within two consecutive 

blocks is polynomially related 

◦ The total contribution of these players to the potential 
is also polynomially related 

◦ q-moves improve the potential significantly (recall that 
q=1+1/n2) 

 

 The number of phases is polynomial  
◦ at most n (phase i runs only when block i is non-

empty) 



 Key property (to be explained): when phase i 
starts, the total contribution of the moving 
players to the potential is at most cmax/n7i-5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 I.e., significantly smaller than 

◦ the cost of players of blocks 1, 2, …, i-1 

◦ The cost of these players at a possible deviation 

 So, no player has a (p+ε)-move at the end 

cmax cmin 

Block i 

cmax/n7(i-1) cmax/n7i 

Block i+1 

cmax/n7(i+1) 

cmax/n7i-5 



 When phase i starts, the total contribution of the 
moving players to the potential is at most 
cmax/n7i-5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Proof idea:  
◦ If this was not the case, then the contribution of the 

players in block i to the potential would have 
decreased by a factor of p during phase i 

◦ This is not possible if p is sufficiently large 

cmax cmin 

Block i 

cmax/n7(i-1) cmax/n7i 

Block i+1 

cmax/n7(i+1) 

cmax/n7i-5 



 q-stretch of a congestion game 
◦ The ratio of the highest potential over all q-apx PNE 

over the minimum potential value 
 

 For q ≥ 1, the q-stretch of linear congestion 
games is at most ϑ1(q)=2+O(q-1) 
 

 The q-stretch congestion games with 
polynomial latencies of maximum degree d is at 
most ϑd(q) = dO(d) 

 

 The bounds follow using similar arguments to 
those used for bounding the price of anarchy 



 Slightly higher than an upper bound on the 
q-stretch of the game 

 

 

 

 i.e., slightly more than 2 for linear congestion 
games 
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 Applications to other potential games 
◦ E.g., apx PNE in constraint satisfaction games 

 1.618-apx PNE in linear congestion games 
◦ Main idea: use a different rule for the movement of 

players in block i+1 so that the state they reach has 
low q-stretch 



 E.g., weighted congestion games 
◦ Players have different weights 

◦ The latency of each resource depends on the total 
weight of the players that use it 

 Difficulties: 
◦ The optimistic cost does not make much sense due to 

the dependency on the weights 

◦ Weighted congestion games are not potential games in 
general and they may not even have PNE 



 Any weighted congestion game with polynomial 
latencies can be approximated by an artificial 
potential game called Ψ-game 

 Apply a variation of the algorithm on the 
artificial Ψ-game to compute an apx PNE 
◦ The classification of players is computed dynamically 

 The state computed is an apx PNE for the 
original game 

 

 Weaker results by identifying best-response 
sequences in the original game 
◦ The properties of the Ψ-game are used in the analysis 

 



 Close the gaps 
◦ Is there an inapproximabity threshold? 

◦ Rosenthal’s potential is just one among many different 
potential functions 

 

 Extend the techniques to other games 
◦ Seems to apply to any potential game with a cost-

revealing potential function 

 

 Approximating other non-potential games by 
potential ones 




